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PERSONALISED RUSTIC BEER CADDY
285X200X340

SKU: BCPINP285200340RWE
£33.33 Excl. VAT

FREE ENGRAVING
Personalise your beer caddy - what will
yours say?
Attached opener - perfect for beer lovers
everywhere
Sturdy design - can take the knocks and
bumps at the party
Great capacity - can hold up to 6 large
bottles
Quality Rustic look - add a touch of class

GALLERY IMAGES
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PERSONALISED RUSTIC BEER CADDY 285X200X340

This Personalised rustic beer caddy complete with bottle opener holds six beers. The Robust wooden drinks
buddy, aka beer caddy or beer tote, is great as a beer trug or carry to keep your precious cargo safe and sound.
This high quality wooden beer carrier is perfect for garden and dinner parties.

Personalise your drinks caddy

Our wooden beer carriers come with the option of personalised engraving. You can either personalise yours or
have it engraved as an ideal gift. It is also the perfect gift for Fathers day, birthdays, Christmas or any other
celebration for the beer lover in your life. Either way this personalised beer caddy ensures there would be no
mistaking who the beer belongs to.

Great beer capacity & ready to go

The wooden beer bottle carrier can hold up to 6 large bottles of beer. The drinks buddy comes with an
integrated bottle opener so it is the total package ready to go.

Great design & ethical credentials

We manufacture this beer bottle trug from sustainable FSC kiln dried pine in the Cotswolds. A solid sturdy
design allows for frequent use and its 35mm diameter handle allows for an ergonomic comfort grip.

This beverage caddy is built to last!

For wine lovers there is a rustic wine caddy which might be right up your street

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 1.8 kg

Dimensions 285 × 200 × 340 mm

Wood Pine

Options & Features Bottle Opener, Customisable

Handle Integrated

Assembly Pre-assembled

Capacity 6 Bottles

Compartments 1 Compartment

Finish Stained, Weathered, Lacquered

Colour Rustic Brown

Additional Material Metal
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